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record  

finished  

discovered  

wild  

happy  

beside  

gone  

sky  

glass  

million  

west  

lay  

weather  

root  

instruments  

 

Writing Practice 
Directions:   Write the words on the lines. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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record wild gone million weather 

finished happy sky west root 

discovered beside glass lay instruments 
 

            

 

   

   

   

 

  

Spelling Practice 
Directions:   Print each word into the box it fits. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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record wild gone million weather 

finished happy sky west root 

discovered beside glass lay instruments 
 
 

 

 
  

Word Search 
Directions:   Find and circle the words. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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beside   A.  what the air is like at 

a certain time 

 

discovered   B.  to write down for later use 

finished   C.  to put or to place 

glass   D.  the direction the sun sets  

gone   E.  to have found what you looked 

for 

happy   F.  to have done made complete 

instruments   G.  to feel good about 

something 

 

lay   H.  the plant part that grows 

under the ground 

 

million   I.  to have left  

record   J.  machines to make music 

root   K.  at the side of 

sky   L.  an animal or plant that grows 

without farming 

weather   M.  air above the earth 

west   N.  
 

a thousand 

thousands 

wild   O.  a clear material used for 

windows 
 

 

Matching 
Directions:    In the box by the word, write the letter of 
  its meaning. 
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ldiw The __ __ __ __ dog is afraid of the man. 

tsew 
 
The sun sets in the __ __ __ __.  

ehetarw The __ __ __ __ __ __ __ will be rain for a few days.  

sky The sun is high in the __ __ __.  

orto The plant __ __ __ __ pulls up water from the ground. 

rroecd The scientists __ __ __ __ __ __ facts about the sun. 

olnmiil There are more than a __ __ __ __ __ __ __ stars. 

yla Please __ __ __ your books on the table. 

iemsusntnrt Children make music with __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ . 

aphpy I am __ __ __ __ __ that I did well on the test. 

geno 
 
The children have __ __ __ __ home after school. 

slgas 
         
         The window is made of __ __ __ __ __.  

dhiesinf She has __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ the test. 

desvrecoid Columbus __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ America in 1492. 

dbesei Stand __ __ __ __ __ __ your brother for the picture. 
 

 

Word Scramble 
Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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record wild gone million weather 

finished happy sky west root 

discovered beside glass lay instruments 
 

1.  Your love makes me feel __________________________. 

2.  Which ________________________ did the boys play for the song? 

3.  We will go  __________________________ to see the mountains. 

4.  We play outside in good __________________________. 

5.   _________________________ plants grow where there is no farm. 

6.  The plant __________________________ grows under the ground. 

7.  The plane moves through the __________________________. 

8.  The dog has __________________________ how to open the door. 

9.  Please __________________________ your answers on this paper. 

10.  I can see clearly through the __________________________. 

11.  Have you __________________________ reading the book? 

12.  Has Mother __________________________ to the store yet? 

13.  Can I sit __________________________ you at the show?  

14.  A __________________________ people live in the large city. 

15.  __________________________ your head on your arms and rest. 
 

 

Finish the Sentence 
Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence. 


